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After viewing her violent tendencies toward men, hitwoman Sister Cindy recruits Kitty and begins
training her in the ways of a professional killer. Kitty soon becomes proficient in her work, taking out
several targets that had proved impervious to lesser, male hitmen. Things begin to take a turn,
however, when she finds herself falling for Timan, a policeman investigating one of Kitty's recent
jobs. Will she be able to resolve her professional life with her private one? The story of a young flirty
feral woman named Kitty who is trained by a martial arts specialist to become a professional
assassin. She's subsequently recruited by the real killer, a hit woman who targets rapists at large
and practices on drooling sex-mad psychos chained up in the attic. When they finally head out for
the real thing, they take out victims in a display of midair somersaults, cracking whips, flying ropes,
and flashing guns. This kind of foreplay attracts the lustful attentions of rival assassin Carrie Ng, a
lesbian killer ready to abandon her purring sex kitten for the savage Chingmy. I was in Hong Kong
when this movie was released, and I saw it as a feature movie there. There was a big poster (about
40' x 20') on building walls hanging everywhere around town with sexy rear end of Chingmy Yau in
leather shorts with a gun in her hand. I heard that she was Wong Jing's girlfriend at the time (Wong
Jing was also married), and I could see why he liked her so much. At the time I'd say Chingmy had
the cutest rear end in all of Hong Kong. Okay, that sets the tone for this movie. It's sex and violence
and all sorts of kink thrown in. Cinematography is beautiful, and camera angles superb, showcasing
all of the beauty of Chingmy and Carrie (Ng). Plot is pretty good as it's written by the talented Wong
Jing himself. This is one of the best (if not the best) erotic fantasy / action movie Hong Kong has ever
produced, and features again three of the best Hong Kong talents (Yau, Yam, Ng) in one of their
most intriguing roles.

Chingmy Yau despite her sex symbol status was a fairly conservative working woman. She worked
steadily in her careers and now has a nice family. In one of the interviews when she was asked what
would she like to be if she was reborn, her answer was "A spiritual aspirant" showing that her value
is not all glitz and glamor. This movie is awesome. It is very similar in plot to Out of Sight, but in my
opinion it is a billion times better. I guess it is the erotic scenes that add much more to it as this fully
delves into the love that exists between the killer and the cop.

Naked Killer is about a woman, Kitten, who witnesses her father murdered by her stepmother's lover.
She vowels revenge and storms his office and kills him. After that she finds herself trapped and
inevitably turns to an assassin for help. She helps her and takes her in and trains her. Her advice
always acts around being seductive but avoiding a relationship as that unhinges you and makes you
a less effective killer. Sex is bad because it attaches you to somebody. Unfortunately Kitten is
attached to a cop who she cannot get away from.

They really emphasis this relationship in the fact that this is the only woman that he has met that
arouses him. He is determined not to leave her, and in the end she folds and runs to his arms, but
can now never return to the world of the killers.

It is the plot that gives this movie a lot of strength. The plot is a standard Romeo and Juliet plot, but
the character developments far surpass that of Out of Sight. The action scenes in this movie are at
the excellent standard of Hong Kong cinema, and the movie climaxes in a tragic ending.

As is typical for this movie, a path is created that leads to only one ending. The path is followed by
the choices that the characters make and once one makes the choice, the end is inevitable. A
tragedy of a high standard is when one sees these choices and knows the implications. If we treat
this as realistic then the choices that are made have a much greater impact. The two tragic choices
occur when Kitten decides to take revenge on her stepmother's lover, and when she reveals herself
to the cop. These decisions send her down a path from which she can never return. Though choices
exist, they are not ones that she is willing to make.

I must say that this is a brilliant movie, though the one that I watched was the unedited version. I do
not know what the Chinatown Video version is like, but the movie is still one that is phenomenally
brilliant. The release history of Naked Killer, the probably most famous of the Cat III movies, is more
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or less comparable to the one of Jet Li's Black Mask, which is also very confusing. There are many
astonishing parallels: Naked Killer was also pre-censored in HK, there are different export versions,
exclusive plot scenes and no single version featuring all of the known footage. This comparison and
a line of related ones aims to make things more clear, in order to possibly close the chapter Naked
Killer in that aspect, although most of the contained information will be aimed at hardcore HK fans
with a general interest in the version history of the movie. 646f9e108c 
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